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Abstrat. Current approahes to ativity oordination in multi-agent

systems (teams) range from stritly top down (plan-based oordination)

to purely emergent (reative oordination), with many hybrid variants,

eah having its spei� advantages and disadvantages. It appears to

be extremely diÆult to rigorously ompare various hybrid approahes

to multi-agent oordination (and ommuniation), given the lak of a

generi semantis or some guidelines. In this paper, we studied some

intuitive inter-agent ommuniation poliies and haraterised them in

terms of generi information-theoreti properties. In partiular, the rela-

tive entropy of joint beliefs was suggested as an indiator of teams oor-

dination potential. Our novel behaviour-based agent arhiteture (based

on the Deep Behaviour Projetion framework) enabled onsistent rea-

soning about belief hange, inluding beliefs about other agents. This

allowed us to examine some of the identi�ed ommuniation poliies em-

pirially. The obtained results on�rmed that there are ertain interesting

invariants | in partiular, a hange in team oordination (and overall

performane) was shown to be within the boundaries indiated by the

relative information entropy.

1 On entropy and multi-agent agreements

The primary objetive of this work is a formal haraterisation of ertain lasses

of multi-agent agreements. In ahieving this goal, we tried to make as few as-

sumptions as possible about the hoie of inter-agent ommuniation variables

and periods of team synhronisation (extensively analysed by Stone and Veloso

[8℄). In partiular, we studied sel�sh agreements overing \sel�sh" agents that

ommuniate data about themselves only, transitively-sel�sh agreements ensur-

ing that eah \ooperative" agent always ommuniates the data about some

other agent, and mixed agreements, where a team omposition parameter deter-

mines the preise split between sel�sh and ooperative agents.

In order to apture the agreements in a formal information-theoreti setting

we analysed the joint \output" of inter-agent ommuniation after eah period

of team synhronisation. Then we estimated the relative entropy as a preise

measure of the amount of freedom of hoie (the degree of randomness) [7℄



ontained in the resultant joint beliefs. Our intention was to use the relative

entropy of joint beliefs in multi-agent teams as a generi indiator of the team

oordination potential. Clearly, the team following an agreement with near-zero

entropy (almost no \misunderstanding" in joint beliefs) has a higher oordination

potential than the team adherent to an agreement with near-maximal entropy

(joint beliefs are almost random).

We start our analysis with a simple protool P

1

that allows an agent to om-

muniate data about only one agent preisely. In other words, eah agent is able

to enode either the data about itself or about the other agent. Without loss of

generality, we may assume that the protool P

1

has enough symbols to enode

n distinguishable objets and a single-objet apaity for eah ommuniation

message. We introdue a binary relation S(a

i

; a

j

) to denote that the agent a

i

sends a message ontaining the objet a

j

. Let S

�

denote the transitive losure

of the relation S. Arguably, on of the most intuitive agreements is an agree-

ment among sel�sh agents | sine the data about themselves is, arguably, more

readily available, the sel�sh agents hoose this data as their ontent. In fat, we

may assume for our analysis that eah agent is always \self-aware". Formally,

K(a

i

; a

i

) = true for a Boolean (belief-)funtion K de�ned for eah agent pair.

Generally, we propose the following de�nition.

De�nition 1. A loker-room agreement is alled sel�sh if and only if S(a

i

; a

i

)

for all agents a

i

, 1 � i � n.

A loker-room agreement is alled transitively-sel�sh if and only if S

�

(a

i

; a

i

)

for all agents a

i

, 1 � i � n.

A non transitively-sel�sh agreement is alled mixed.

One might argue that the transitively-sel�sh agreement is an agreement among

more \ooperative" agents hoosing to ommuniate the data about the other

agent (when available). Notie, however, that (given a suessful team synhro-

nisation) everyone is in the \loop". Of ourse, by de�nition, a sel�sh loker-room

agreement is always transitively-sel�sh. In a mixed agreement, there are (�n)

agents suh that S(a

i

; a

i

), and (1� �)n agents suh that S(a

i

; a

j

) where i 6= j.

Basially, the value of � determines the team omposition (and we sometimes

refer to � as the team omposition parameter).

In order to formally apture the distintion among sel�sh, transitively-sel�sh

and mixed agreements, we onsider the joint \output" of inter-agent ommuni-

ation at the end of eah period of team synhronisation. More preisely, we

analyse joint beliefs represented by the sequene of individual beliefs K

t

=

K(a

1

; a

1

); : : : ;K(a

i

; a

j

); : : : ;K(a

n

; a

n

), where 1 � i � n and 1 � j � n, at

the time t. In other words, rather than ompute the amount of information

ontained in eah message we attempt to estimate how muh information is

ontained in the whole team after a period of team synhronisation.

In the simplest ases, the amount of information an be measured by the

logarithm (to the base 2) of the number of available hoies. The entropy is a

preise measure of the amount of freedom of hoie (or of the degree of random-

ness) ontained in the objet | an objet with many possible states has high



entropy. Formally, the entropy of a probability distribution P = fp

1

; p

2

; : : : ; p

m

g

is de�ned by

H(P ) =

m

X

i=1

p

i

� log (1=p

i

):

Having alulated the entropy H(P ) of a ertain information soure (suh as

a joint result of inter-agent ommuniation) with the probability distribution

P , one an ompare this to the maximum value H

max

this entropy ould have,

assuming that the soure employs the same symbols. The ratio of the atual to

the maximum entropy is alled the relative entropy of the soure [7℄. Therefore,

if we alulate the relative entropy H

r

of K

t+p

we an haraterise the multi-

agent agreement employed between t and t + p. The following representation

results were obtained

1

.

Theorem 1. Sel�sh agreements attain minimal entropy.

Transitively-sel�sh agreements without the sel�sh agents attain maximal en-

tropy asymptotially when the number of agents n!1.

The trajetory of the relative entropy in multi-agent teams (n > 2) following

mixed agreements does not have a �xed-point as a funtion H

r

(�) of the team

omposition parameter: H

r

(�) 6= �.

This theorem basially states that whenever team agents agree to ommuniate

the data about themselves only, they eventually leave nothing to hoie. In other

words, they always maximise their joint beliefs upon suessful synhronisations.

The obvious drawbak is that while using single hannels this saturation of joint

beliefs requires that every agent takes turns in ommuniation aording to some

shedule, and hene, large teams may take a while to minimise the entropy.

The lear bene�t, on the other hand, is that this minimisation is shown to be

theoretially possible.

On the other hand, the \organisation" or \order" brought about by the

transitively-sel�sh agreements is not suÆient to ombat the entropy. Intuitively,

the pair-wise \ignorane" of agents grows faster than the transitively-sel�sh

agreement an ope with. Clearly, with the number of agents approahing in�nity

(and the entropy reahing its maximum asymptotially) the time to synhronise

the team beomes in�nite as well.

Obviously, the entropy of joint beliefs in multi-agent systems following mixed

agreements exhibits some properties of both sel�sh and transitively-sel�sh on-

�gurations. We might expet that the sel�sh agents will bring in some order

(as the ompensation for potentially redundant information about themselves),

while the ooperative (transitively-sel�sh) agents will lead to a higher degree

of randomness (providing sometimes potentially non-trivial information about

other agents). Formally, the relative entropy produed by mixed agreements

asymptotially approahes 1 with growth in the number of agents. In other

words, the sel�sh agents \loose" the battle for order (asymptotially) when the

number of agents is in�nitely large. Interestingly, however, the lower limit is not

1

The proofs are omitted due to the lak of spae.



zero, meaning that absolute order is never ahievable regardless of the team split

or the number of agents. In fat, our results showed that the joint beliefs obtain-

able in multi-agent teams with mixed agreements exhibit information-theoreti

omplexity in terms of the team omposition. It has been reently pointed out in

the literature (eg., by Suzudo [9℄) that the entropy trajetory is a useful desrip-

tor for a variety of self-organised patterns: eg., non-omplex ellular automata

(CA) have a �xed-point entropy trajetory and onverge quikly to either very

low or very high values. It should be noted that Suzudo onsidered the entropy

of CA assoiated with the temporal pattern, while our analysis is foused on

entropy of joint beliefs assoiated with the team omposition parameter.

Our analysis was arried out for the protool P

1

. However, it an be easily

shown that protools with higher apaities an be analysed in already presented

terms. For example, onsider the protool P

2

allowing an agent to ommuniate

data about preisely two agents (inluding the data about itself). In other words,

in the ase of n agents the protool P

2

has enough symbols to enode n agents

and two-objets apaity for eah ommuniation message. It is, nevertheless,

possible to onsider every message S(a

i

; a

j

+ a

k

), where + denotes the onate-

nation of the symbols orresponding to two objets, as two onseutive separate

messages S(a

i

; a

j

) and S(a

i

; a

k

). This deomposition an be applied if i = j

or i = k as well. Therefore, in order to analyse resultant joint beliefs one an

double the synhronisation period in length and onsider as a result the union of

two sets of joint beliefs | the �rst set obtained after all messages with the �rst

objet are ommuniated, and the seond set obtained after all messages with

the seond objet are ommuniated. In other words, the deomposition allows

to redue the analysis of the protool P

2

(or any k-objet apaity protool P

k

)

to that of the protool P

1

| simply beause eah divided message onforms to

P

1

. That is, the resultant joint beliefs will be a ombination of beliefs obtained

by some sel�sh, transitively-sel�sh or mixed agreement in P

1

.

Another interesting redution an be obtained in ases when agents intend

to ommuniate the data about other objets in the environments (eg., the ball

vetors in the RoboCup environment). In this ase we just onsider the ball to

be a silent agent in the (n+1)-agent team. More preisely, denoting by b the ball

objet, the messages S(a

i

; a

j

+ : : :+ b) would be possible while S(b; a

j

+ : : :+ b)

would be ruled out, again reduing the onsideration to the protool P

1

.

In summary, the advantage of higher-apaity protools is in the shorter

periods of required synhronisation but not in some exeptional information-

theoreti properties of resultant joint beliefs.

2 Agents situated in time and relativity of behaviours

The strength of the presented analysis, we believe, is in its generi nature. The

results lay down some general guidelines in terms of team omposition and sug-

gest de�nite boundaries on the team oordination potential.

In this setion we fous on the agents ability to dynamially hange their be-

liefs under di�erent senaria. We assumed previously that (during any synhroni-



sation period) joint and individual beliefs an only expand, while obviously some

of them should be disarded with time and some should be reoniled with new

observations. At this stage, we shall desribe some design and implementation

details required to verify maximal and minimal limits of the entropy ontained

in the agents' dynami beliefs.

In general, the agent's apability to maintain dynami beliefs is based on

another very important ognitive skill | the ability to remove itself from the

urrent ontext. This ability is sometimes informally referred to as \possession

of a reality simulator" [2℄. Running a reality simulator or \imagining" allows the

agent to reet on past behaviour and projet the outome of future behaviour.

For example, Joordens [2℄ makes a onjeture that higher mental states emerge as

a result of a reality simulator: \an animal with no reality simulator basially lives

in the present tense, and sees the world through only its eyes, at all times", while

\the possession of a reality simulator may also allow an organism to experiene

many of the high-level ognitive proesses that we identify with being human".

Moreover, there is a possibility that an organism with a reality simulator is more

likely to engage in ooperative behaviour beause of its ability to oneptualise

rewards to others, and long-term rewards to itself.

We maintain that \world model" should appear in the arhiteture inremen-

tally. In our previous work [4{6℄ we desribed the Deep Behaviour Projetion

(DBP) hierarhial framework. The DBP framework formally represents inreas-

ing levels of agent reasoning abilities, where every new level an be projeted onto

a deeper (more basi) behaviour. Put simply, a DBP behaviour an be present

in the arhiteture in two forms: impliit (emergent) and expliit (embedded).

It is interesting at this stage to ompare suh behaviour dupliation in DBP

with the distintion between automati proesses and ontrolled proesses in

ognitive psyhology. It is well-known that ertain proesses beome highly au-

tomati through repetition and are unonsiously triggered in the presene of

ertain stimuli, while ontrolled proesses are mostly goal-oriented rather than

reative. With time and/or pratie newly learned behaviours often shift from

being ontrolled to automati.

What the DBP approah suggests in addition, is that the reative/ognitive

distintion is always relative in a hierarhial arhiteture. The behaviour pro-

dued by the level l

k

may appear reative with respet to the level l

k+1

but,

at the same time, may look deliberate with respet to the level l

k�1

. Let us

exemplify this with the following three levels of the DBP agents:

{ tropisti behaviour: Sensors ! E�etors

{ hystereti behaviour: Sensors & Memory ! E�etors

{ tatial behaviour: Sensors & Memory & Task ! E�etors.

The hystereti behaviour is de�nitely more reative when ompared with the

tatial behaviour, beause the latter uses the task states in hoosing the e�e-

tors. However, ontrasted with a very basi tropisti behaviour, the hysteresis

provided by (internal) memory states ensures a degree of ognition. More pre-

isely, the hystereti behaviour addresses some lagging of an e�et behind its



ause, providing a (temporary) resistane to hange that ourred previously.

For instane, in order to interept a fast moving ball the agent needs to ob-

serve the shift in the ball positions and estimate its veloity before ativating

the e�etors. Thus, the hystereti behaviour is slightly more deliberate than the

tropisti one (exempli�ed by a simple hase after the ball) | it better situates

the agent in time (not only in spae) and allows it to better respond to hanges.

Continuing with the example we re-iterate that the hystereti interept is a be-

haviour embedded expliitly, while the tropisti interept is only possible as an

emergent result of the reurring hase.

Thus, a reality simulator appears inrementally | starting from a basi

ability to detet a hange (eg., in diretion) and moving towards a more and more

omprehensive inorporation of the temporal asymmetry or \time's arrow" (eg.,

from diretion-sensitive ells to a measurement of a shift in observed positions, to

the notion of veloity emerging after a series of measurements, et.). This means

that an emergene of essentially new behavioural patterns always indiates a

need for new elements in the agent arhiteture. At some stage, inreasing levels

of reasoning about hange require an ability to onsistently maintain the agent's

beliefs | expand, ontrat or revise them aording to some rational priniples,

suh as the priniple of minimal hange (information eonomy) [1℄.

In order to address this requirement, we expliitly introdued a domain model

into the DBP arhiteture, resulting in the following hierarhy (a re�nement of

the arhiteture reported in [6℄):

hS ;E ; tropisti behaviour : S ! E ;

I ; hystereti behaviour : I � S ! E ; update : I � S ! I ;

T ; tatial behaviour : I � S � T ! E ;

tatis : I � S � T ! 2

T

; deision : I � S � T ! T ;

D ; domain update : I � S �D ! D ;

domain revision : I � S �D ! D ;

domain projetion : I � S �D ! S i

where S is a set of agent sensory states, E is a set of agent e�etors, I is a set

of internal agent states, T is a set of agent task states, and D is a set of domain

model states. The DBP agents extrapolate their domain model eah simulation

yle with the domain update funtion, and revise it with the domain revise

funtion whenever new information beomes available. The partition between

update and revision orresponds to the well-known distintion between belief

update and belief revision [3℄. In partiular, the belief update is appropriate when

the world has hanged and the agents need to aommodate this hange into the

previously orret beliefs. The belief revision should be used to inorporate new

information about the same state of the world, in order to orret potential

inonsistenies.

In the absene of new observations, the updated domain model d

�

= do-

main update (i; s; d) is the best approximation of the domain. In these ases,

the domain model d

�

is transformed by the domain projetion funtion into the

agent's sensory state s

�

= domain projetion(i; s; d

�

). Very importantly, all the

hoies made by the agent based on s

�

are not distinguishable from the hoies



it ould have made if the same sensory state s

�

was a result of the diret sen-

sory input. Intuitively, the domain projetion funtion projets the results of the

reality simulator and the agent imagines that these results have been observed

diretly. The projetion funtion is needed only in the absene of new observa-

tions, and should not be invoked at other times | the imaginative side of the

agent is not needed when \live" information is available anyway.

3 Experimental results and onlusion

In order to support our analysis of boundaries on the team oordination poten-

tial, we varied ommuniation poliies while leaving all other fators (agents skills

and tatis) unhanged. The fators beyond our ontrol (eg., a possible hange

in the opponent strategy) were minimised by repeated runs. This foused the

experiment on the dependeny (if any) between ommuniation poliies (and

therefore, resultant joint beliefs) and the team oordination potential.

Our benhmark opponent was seleted from the top �ve teams of the RoboCup-

2001 hampionship. The baseline test team (\Full Communiations") was our

team running with standard ommuniation messages (512 symbols � 100-

objets apaity) | we used the protool of the Soer Server 7.10. This enabled

the full use of the benhmark as well. Then we investigated three ommuniation

poliies with the protool P

1

. The �rst poliy (\Ball") was to ommuniate only

the ball objet, if the data were aurate enough. This mixed variant is quite

similar to the transitively-sel�sh agreement, with high relative entropy and very

loal oordination, enabling a pressing aggressive game (simply beause the play-

ers lose to the ball might be unaware of eah other). The seond poliy (\Ball

j Self") allowed, in addition, eah agent to ommuniate the data about itself

aording to a shedule, but possibly at times when some other agent ommuni-

ated the ball objet. This mix is muh loser to the sel�sh agreement, with low

relative entropy and very global oordination, enabling a passing non-aggressive

game (now the players within the ball neighbourhood are often aware of eah

other, and in addition more team-mates an be onsidered for a pass). The third

poliy (\Ball j Self jWait") prevented self-messages when a team-mate was likely

to say ball. This impliit synhronisation is aimed at some mixture of loal and

global oordination, balaning predominantly pressing game with some passing

hanes | truly a mixed agreement with (antiipated) bounded relative entropy.

The results are presented in the table below.

Team Goals For Goals Against Wins Draws Losses Points

Full Communiations 111 101 38 29 33 143

Ball 123 125 34 31 35 133

Ball j Self 102 124 26 27 47 105

Ball j Self j Wait 114 112 35 27 38 132

Table 1. Results against the benhmark after 100 games for eah test.

All the tests have performed, as expeted, worse than the baseline. The \Ball"

poliy ahieved almost a parity with the benhmark, while the \Ball j Self"



poliy was learly worse. Obviously, this just indiates that the pressing game

(emerging as a result of the high entropy of joint beliefs and the ensuing loal

oordination) is more suitable against this partiular benhmark. This onjeture

was supported by performane of the \Ball j Self j Wait" poliy, ahieving an

equality against the benhmark as well. Apparently, the information ontained in

the self-messages and ommuniated fairly infrequently was not enough to reate

statistially signi�ant passing hanes, and therefore, the emergent oordination

was more loal than global. Importantly, the third (mixed) poliy was within the

boundaries marked by the �rst two variants (and loser to the �rst one), as

suggested by the relative entropy of joint beliefs. Similar enouraging results

were obtained for extensions of all three poliies to the protool P

2

.

These empirial results illustrate the dependeny between ommuniation

poliies, the information entropy of joint beliefs and the team oordination po-

tential. Identi�ation of this relation is a main ontribution of the presented

analysis, opening a new general perspetive on reasoning about belief dynamis

in multi-agent senaria.
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